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Abstract

We present Neural Fields for LiDAR (NFL), a method
to optimise a neural field scene representation from LiDAR
measurements, with the goal of synthesizing realistic LiDAR
scans from novel viewpoints. NFL combines the rendering
power of neural fields with a detailed, physically motivated
model of the LiDAR sensing process, thus enabling it to ac-
curately reproduce key sensor behaviors like beam diver-
gence, secondary returns, and ray dropping. We evaluate
NFL on synthetic and real LiDAR scans and show that it
outperforms explicit reconstruct-then-simulate methods as
well as other NeRF-style methods on LiDAR novel view syn-
thesis task. Moreover, we show that the improved realism of
the synthesized views narrows the domain gap to real scans
and translates to better registration and semantic segmen-
tation performance.

1. Introduction
The goal of novel view synthesis is to generate a view

of a 3D scene, from a viewpoint at which no real sensor
image has been captured. This offers the possibility to ob-
serve real scenes from a virtual, unobserved perspective.
Among other applications, it has tremendous potential for
autonomous driving: synthetic novel views may be used to
train and test perception algorithms across a wider range of
viewing conditions, thus enhancing robustness and gener-
alization. Moreover, novel view synthesis becomes critical
when the desired viewpoints are not known in advance, e.g.,
during training of a planning module whose decisions deter-
mine future vehicle locations.

Neural radiance fields (NeRFs) have led to unprece-
dented visual quality when synthesizing novel camera
views [2,33,34,61]. These methods represent the 3D scene
in form of continuous density and radiance fields, from
which images can be generated through volume rendering,
mimicking the image acquisition process. The inductive
bias of neural networks imparts NeRFs the ability to inter-
polate complex lighting and reflectance behaviours with a

high degree of realism.
While most prior works focused on synthesizing cam-

era views, 3D perception in the autonomous driving context
typically relies partly (or even exclusively) on LiDAR mea-
surements. Synthesizing realistic LiDAR scans from novel
viewpoints thus has a lot of potential for data augmentation
and closed-loop testing of autonomous navigation systems.

The problem of synthesizing novel LiDAR views has
previously been addressed in two stages [28]. First, ex-
tract an explicit surface representation such as surfels or
a triangular mesh from the scanned point clouds. Then,
simulate LiDAR measurements from a novel viewpoint by
casting rays and intersecting them with the surface model.
Like for images, explicit reconstruction (which is not op-
timised towards the subsequent synthesis step) suffers from
discretization artifacts and introduces noticeable errors [53].
Moreover, the rendering assumes an idealised ray model
and neglects the divergence of the LiDAR beams, which
causes frequent second returns from distant surfaces.

Here, we instead build on a main insight of NeRF [33]:
directly optimizing an implicit scene representation for
novel view synthesis can produce more realistic outputs
than the reconstruct-then-simulate approach. Specifically,
we propose Neural Fields for LiDAR (NFL), a NeRF-style
representation for synthesizing novel LiDAR viewpoints.

Several NeRF extensions have utilized range measure-
ments as additional supervision, and have shown that con-
straining the scene geometry more tightly can yield better
(camera) view synthesis [9, 43]. Yet, the output of those
methods are synthetic images, not LiDAR scans, conse-
quently they have not paid attention to effects specific to
LiDAR sensing: a laser scanner does not directly sense
range, rather it measures the returned light energy per ray
and determines the range based on the waveform. This in-
cludes the possibilities that there are multiple returns1 from
the emitted ray, or no return at all.

Our formulation closely adheres to the principles of the
LiDAR measurement process and incorporates them into

1In principle there can be >2 returns, but automotive LiDAR sensors
typically record the first two echos.
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the neural field framework. Specifically, we (i) devise vol-
ume rendering for LiDAR sensors; (ii) incorporate beam
divergence and (iii) propose truncated volume rendering
to account for secondary returns and improve range predic-
tion.

We evaluate our method on both synthetic and real Li-
DAR data. To this end, we (iv) develop a LiDAR simulator
for synthesizing scenes from 3D assets that serve as a test
bed for viewpoints far from the original scan locations, and
to study the effect of different scan patterns. Real data from
the Waymo [48] dataset is used to evaluate NFL against
real scans at held-out viewpoints, including real-world in-
tensities, ray drops and secondary returns. Additionally, we
(v) propose a novel closed-loop evaluation protocol that
leverages real data to evaluate view synthesis in challeng-
ing views. As an end-to-end test for downstream tasks, we
further evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art segmen-
tation and registration networks when trained on real scans
and tested on novel views generated by NFL.

2. Related Work
LiDAR simulation. Simulating realistic LiDAR data is
useful for training perception models. Different from real-
world LiDAR data that requires annotation efforts, simu-
lated data can be automatically generated with ground truth
labels, e.g. object bounding boxes and semantic segmenta-
tion. Unrealistic LiDAR simulation will prevent the trained
models from generalizing to real data. Traditional simu-
lation engines, such as those proposed in [10, 22], require
the specification of sensor parameters and 3D scene assets
and use ray-casting methods for simulation. Although these
point clouds can accurately represent scene geometry, they
often exhibit a discrepancy, or ”domain gap”, compared to
real data, due to the lack of modeling for sensor noise, such
as ray drop and Gaussian beam. Furthermore, this approach
relies heavily on the creation of 3D scene assets, which can
be time-consuming and expensive. To address these chal-
lenges, LiDARsim [28] reconstructs the static and dynamic
scene assets from real data using surfel [39] representa-
tion and models the ray-drop pattern for improved realism.
BaiduSim [11] proposes a probability map to model scene
compositions in order to reduce the domain gap. Most re-
cent work [13] learns to enhance existing simulated LiDAR
intensity and ray-drop patterns, using the available corre-
sponding RGB images.

Weather conditions, such as fog or rain, can significantly
impact the quality of LiDAR data, and downstream mod-
els trained solely on ideal weather conditions may fail to
generalize to these effects. Recent methods and datasets
[6, 14, 15, 19] have been proposed to address this issue.
SnowSIM [14] and FogSIM [15] sample snow particles and
model the impulse response from atmospheric attenuation,
respectively, to alter the range measurements of each ray.

Other approaches [19,23,47] simulate LiDAR data on rainy
days and the spray effects, in a similar fashion.

NeRF for Novel View Synthesis. NeRF [33] maps 5D
position and direction to density and radiance scene val-
ues, and uses volume rendering [29, 30] to estimate pixel
color. This technique has proven effective for generat-
ing realistic images at unseen camera views. Many meth-
ods have been proposed to improve robustness to camera
poses [8, 25], handle dynamics [37, 40], anti-alias [2, 3, 62],
and speed up optimisation [26, 34, 61] etc. Despite its high-
quality novel view synthesis capacity, the underlying geom-
etry of NeRF is considered inaccurate and noisy [35], mak-
ing it less favoured for geometry reconstruction, especially
in sparse-views settings. [35, 55, 60] address this challenge
by using implicit surface representations, and defining the
density functions based on them to enabling volume ren-
dering. DS-NeRF [9] and DenseDS-NeRF [44] use sparse
depth supervision from SfM [46] points to regularise the
density field. Urban Radiance Field [43] leverages LiDAR
data for depth supervision.

Neural fields beyond regular cameras. Neural fields
are a natural and continuous representation [58] for
spatio-temporal information including SDFs [38], occu-
pancy [31] and radiance field [33] etc. While in its orig-
inal form, NeRF [33] performs novel view synthesis using
tonemapped low dynamic range images, RawNeRF [32] ex-
tends it to operate over the high dynamic range images,
enabling additional adjustments to focus, exposure, and
tonemapping. Törf [1] incorporates the image formation
model for continuous-wave Time-of-Flight (ToF) cameras
into NeRF, allowing it to jointly process RGB and ToF sen-
sor data and improve reconstruction robustness to large mo-
tions. EventNeRF [45] and ENeRF [21] optimise the scene
representation for Novel View Synthesis (NVS) from sparse
event streams that contain asynchronous per-pixel bright-
ness change signals. Other works [27, 41] explore the use
of acoustic signals for surface reconstruction or NVS.

3. Background
We start by reviewing the principles of volume render-

ing (Sec. 3.1) and the sensor model for LiDAR (Sec. 3.2).
This sets the stage for the proposed formulation of Neural
LiDAR Fields (Sec. 4).

3.1. Volume rendering for passive sensors

In the following, we provide a brief summary of camera-
based volume rendering as used by NeRF [33,49]. This will
serve as the basis to derive volume rendering equations for
the active LiDAR sensor.

Density and transmittance. For a ray r(o,d) emitted
from the origin o ∈ R3 in direction d ∈ R3, the density
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Figure 1. Left: real LiDAR scan demonstrating key LiDAR return properties: a single return and two returns (first return shown in blue and
second return in orange). Right: NFL models the waveform and accurately reproduces these properties. (a) Top: the LiDAR energy is fully
scattered by the first surface. Bottom: NFL estimates range via peak detection on the computed weights w followed by volume rendering
based range refinement. (b) Top: secondary returns resulting from a beam hitting two surfaces. Bottom: NFL employs beam divergence
and a truncated volume rendering to estimate the second return. (c) Top: beams that do not hit a surface do not return detectable signal.
Bottom: NFL utilizes geometric and semantic features to predict the ray drop probability. Refer to section 4.3 for more details.

σζ at range ζ is a scalar function that indicates the differ-
ential likelihood of hitting a reflective particle at position
rζ = o+ ζd. Transmittance Tζ indicates the probability of
traversing the interval [0, ζ) without hitting anything. Tak-
ing a differential step dζ along the ray, the probability of
not hitting anything is Tζ+dζ = Tζ · (1− σζdζ). Integrat-
ing over an interval [ζ0, ζ) yields the probability Tζ0→ζ of
traversing the interval unhindered,

Tζ0→ζ ≡ Tζ

Tζ0

= exp

(
−
∫ ζ

ζ0

σtdt

)
, (1)

leading to the decomposition: Tζ = T0→ζ0 · Tζ0→ζ .

Integration over homogeneous media. Assuming a ho-
mogeneous medium along the ray segment [ζj , ζj+1] with
constant radiance c ∈ R3 and density σ, the accumulated
radiance from that segment evaluates to

c(ζj�ζj+1) = cζj

∫ ζj+1

ζj

Tζj�ζ · σζ dζ = αζjcζj , (2)

with αζj = 1− exp
(
−σζj (ζj+1 − ζj)

)
being the opacity.

Volume rendering. By discretizing the ray into N seg-
ments with piecewise constant densities and radiance val-
ues, we obtain the total irradiance (color to be rendered):

c =

N∑
j=1

∫ ζj+1

ζj

Tζ · σζcζ dζ =

N∑
j=1

wjcζj , (3)

where wj is the weight for the j-th segment:

wj = αζj

j−1∏
k=1

(1− αζk) . (4)

3.2. LiDAR model

LiDAR emits laser beam pulses and determines the dis-
tance from the sensor to the nearest reflective surface by
measuring the time of flight. Often the LiDAR beams are
pictured as ideal straight-line segments ending on a 3D sur-
face point. In reality, things are more complicated: real
lasers emit a pulse with non-zero divergence and finite pulse
width, while real receivers employ signal processing tech-
niques like radiant thresholding and binning to detect the
return. This leads to phenomena such as discretization er-
rors, over- and underestimation biases (cf . Fig. 2), and mul-
tiple returns from one beam (or no return at all). In the
following, we discuss key aspects of the LiDAR acquisition
process and explain the effects that emerge, which inspire
our model design. We also built a LiDAR simulator that
accounts for these mechanisms, see Sec. 5.1.

Beam divergence. LiDAR beams diverge as they travel
away from the sensor. The size of laser beams can become
wider over distance, and typically not negligible in street
scenes. Consequently, the illuminated area grows and the
irradiance (radiant power per area) decreases with increas-
ing range. The size of the beam’s footprint is characterised
by the divergence angle (2γ0) and the range ζ. Let rγ be
an ideal ray within the beam’s cross-section, γ ≤ γ0, then
its irradiance E(ζ, γ) at range ζ can be approximated by a
Gaussian function in the ray coordinate system [54]:

E(ζ, γ) =
2I0

π(γ0ζ)2
g(γ), g(γ) = exp

(
−2

γ2

γ2
0

)
, (5)

where I0 is the pulse peak power.

Pulse waveform. When the emitted LiDAR pulse returns
to the sensor, the range to the reflective surface can be de-
termined from its travel time and the speed of light c. Since
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the pulse has finite duration τH , the time of return is found
by analysing the received intensity profile. The transmitted
pulse power over time can be characterised as [7]:

Pe(t) ∝
(
t

τ

)2

exp

(
− t

τ

)
, τ =

τH
1.75

. (6)

The range-dependent received radiant power P (ζ) is the re-
sult of convolving the pulse power with the systems impulse
response H(ζ) [14, 15, 42]:

P (ζ) =

∫ 2ζ/c

0

Pe(t)H(ζ − ct

2
) dt , (7)

where the impulse response H(ζ) is a composition of the
target and the receiver responses: H(ζ) = HT (ζ)HC(ζ).
Assuming a Lambertian surface, the target response due to
a surface located at range ζ0 depends on the incidence angle
θ and the reflectance ρ:

HT (ζ) =
ρ

π
cos(θ)δ(ζ − ζ0) , (8)

with δ(·) the Dirac delta function. The receiver response
HC(ζ) is computed by integrating over the solid angle
spanned by the receiver’s effective area Ae:

HC(ζ) = T 2
ζ

Ae

ζ2
, (9)

where Tζ ∈ [0, 1] is the one-way transmittance, squared to
account for the two-way trip.

Beam discretization. In practice, we follow [57] and ap-
proximate the Gaussian beam profile using M=37 rays that
are radially distributed around the central ray with different
divergence angles γi. The total radiant power P (ζ) is the
weighted sum over those rays: P (ζ) =

∑M
i=1 g(γi)Pi(ζ) .

Taking into account the beam divergence is important to re-
produce two important phenomena: range biases and mul-
tiple returns, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. As different rays hit a
slanted surface at different ranges the integrated waveform
peak may shift, causing over- or underestimations. Along
object edges, rays within the same beam may hit different
surfaces, causing multiple peaks (respectively, range read-
ings), in the return waveform.

Range estimation. One common approach to estimate
the surface range from the received waveform is to locate its
peak. To that end the signal is discretized in time to obtain
a histogram, and local maxima above a certain threshold
are declared detections [57]. The associated range values
are then corrected to remove known biases stemming from
the pulse waveform (cf . Eq. (6)) and, optionally, biases due
to the radiant power [57]. By modeling the binning and
thresholding procedure one can reproduce further LiDAR
behaviors: systematic discretization errors in the range res-
olution (cf . Fig. 2), and the dropping of rays with low re-
turned power (cf . Fig. 1).
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Figure 2. The range accuracy of the LiDAR sensor is affected by
waveform discretization and beam divergence. The LiDAR sen-
sor has a tendency to overestimate range in high incidence angle
regime, which becomes increasingly pronounced at higher range
regimes (left). This is also reflected on TownReal dataset (right).

4. LiDAR Novel View Synthesis
We now turn to constructing a neural field model tai-

lored for LiDAR scans, along with a differentiable volume
rendering scheme to enable LiDAR novel view synthesis.
We first formulate the problem setting, then set up a corre-
sponding neural scene representation (Sec. 4.1) and derive
volume rendering for active sensing (Sec. 4.2). Finally, we
describe the rendering procedure used to synthesize novel
views (Sec. 4.3) and our optimisation scheme (Sec. 4.4).

Problem setting. Consider a collection of LiDAR scans
X = {Xv}nv

v=1 captured by a moving sensor (e.g., mounted
on a vehicle). Each scan Xv is associated with a sen-
sor pose Tv ∈ SE(3) and consists of nr rays. Every
ray r(o,d) records observations (ζ1, e1, pd, ps, ζ2, e2): the
range ζ1 and intensity e1 of the first return; a ray drop flag
pd ∈ {0, 1}; a two-return mask ps ∈ {0, 1}; and range ζ2
and intensity e2 values of the second return. Our goal is to
reconstruct a (continuous) volumetric representation of the
scene in terms of density σ and reflectance ρ, from which
we can subsequently render virtual LiDAR scans Xtgt from
novel sensor poses Ttgt.

4.1. Neural scene representation

We encode the scene as a neural field F : (x,d) 7→
(σ, ρ, pd) that takes as input a location x ∈ R3 and view-
ing direction d ∈ R3, and returns a density σ, a reflectance
ρ and a ray drop probability pd. We found it beneficial to
additionally return also a local contribution pd ∈ [0, 1] to
the probability of ray drop, which will be discussed below.
Technically, we use a hash encoding [34] to map coordi-
nates x to positional features fpos ∈ R32 and project the
view direction onto the first 16 coefficients of the spherical
harmonics basis, fdir ∈ R16. The neural field is parameter-
ized by four Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs): [σ; fgeo] =
fσ(fpos) regresses density and extracts an additional geom-
etry feature fgeo ∈ R15 that supports the other networks;
ρ = fρ(fgeo, fdir) regresses reflectance; pd = fdrop(fgeo, fdir)
classifies whether a ray drop occurs; and ps = fsr(fbeam)
classifies the existance of a second return. The feature fbeam
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will be detailed in Sec. 4.3.

4.2. Volume rendering for LiDAR rays

In contrast to passive sensors like cameras that rely on
ambient illumination, LiDAR actively illuminates the scene
and measures the back-scattered radiance. This two-way
transmittance alters the volume rendering formulation.

Radiant power integration. As discussed in Sec. 3.2 the
radiant power along a LiDAR ray is a delta function that is
non-zero only at reflecting surfaces. To incorporate this for-
ward model into the volumetric representation we combine
Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) to obtain the probabilistic radiant power:

Pζ = C
T 2
ζ · σζρζ

ζ2
cos(θ) , (10)

where C is a system constant, ρζ is the differentiable re-
flectance, and θ is the incidence angle. In a homogeneous
medium with constant reflectance ρ and density σ, the inte-
grated P (ζj�ζj+1) evaluates to:

P (ζj�ζj+1)=

∫ ζj+1

ζj

C
T 2
ζj�ζσζρζ

ζ2
cos(θj) dζ≈αζjρ

′
ζj , (11)

where we approximate ζ ∈ [ζj , ζj+1] by ζj+ζj+1

2 , and

αζj =
1

2

(
1− e−2σζj

δj
)
, ρ′ζj = Cρζj

4 cos(θj)

(ζj + ζj+1)2
. (12)

Volume rendering. The observed power at the active sen-
sor can be evaluated by plugging Eq. (11) into Eq. (3):

P =

N∑
j=1

∫ ζj+1

ζj

C
T 2
ζ · σζρζ

ζ2
cos(θj) dζ =

N∑
j=1

wjρ
′
ζj , (13)

where the weights wj are now evaluated as (cf . Eq. (4)):

wj = 2αζj ·
j−1∏
k=1

(1− 2αζk) . (14)

4.3. Assembling the beam from multiple rays

Next, we apply the adapted volume rendering formula-
tion to multiple rays within a single LiDAR beam.

First range estimation. We adopt a two-stage approach
to extract range values from the neural field,2 as shown in
Fig. 1 (a). To estimate the range for an ideal ray r, we
uniformly sample N c points and query their density val-
ues, then compute the weights {wc

j}N
c

j=1 using Eq. (14). A

2Note the similarity to the detector in the instrument that first finds the
peak of the waveform, then corrects for pulse shape.

coarse peak estimate ζp is obtained by finding the point with
the highest weight along the ray: p = argmaxj{wc

j}N
c

j=1.
Next, we uniformly sample Nf points from the local inter-
val ζj ∈ [ζp − ϵ, ζp + ϵ]. The weights wf

j at these points are
recomputed and normalized to then obtain the final, refined
range estimate ζf as: ζf =

∑Nf

j=1 w
f
j · ζj .

Second range estimation. As discussed in Sec. 3.2 a sin-
gle LiDAR beam might have multiple returns if enough en-
ergy was reflected from surfaces further away than the first
return. To capture this behavior in our scene representation,
we employ truncated volume rendering to estimate the ra-
diant power beyond the first return (see Fig. 1 (b)).

Specifically, for each beam, we first predict a two-return
mask ps, by classifying its features fbeam = (f̄geo, fdir, frange),
where f̄geo is the volume-rendered geometric feature, and
frange describes the standard deviation and maximum dis-
crepancy of range estimates at the first return. Intuitively,
f̄geo describes the local geometry (e.g. an edge), fdir encodes
the relation of the beam to the geometry, and frange charac-
terizes the beam’s prior interaction with the scene.

For beams that have two returns, we then perform trun-
cated volume rendering as follows. We first add a buffer
ξ3 to the estimated range ζ1 of the first return. We then
reset the transmittance Tζ1+ξ to 1 by zeroing out the den-
sities up to (ζ1 + ξ) and recalculate the weights to ensure
that they adhere to Eq. (14). Finally, we repeat the range
estimation described above to estimate the range of the sec-
ond return ζ2. Note that for beams with two returns, the
estimated range ζ1 denotes the minimum range of all rays
within the beam diameter, i.e. we perform volume render-
ing on all rays of a beam and pick the closest one as the first
return. This is different from the beams with a single return
where we directly use the central ray to estimate ζ1.

Reflectance estimation. At every detected surface point
we can also retrieve reflectance from the neural field, using
the relation ρ =

∑Nf

j=1 w
f
j · ρj .

Ray drop probability. In real LiDAR sensors, some
emitted beams return no range measurement at all. This
happens when the observed return signal has either too low
amplitude or no clear peak (Fig. 1 (c)). However, this ef-
fect is hard to model in a fully physics-based way,4 be-
cause it depends on (usually undisclosed) details of the de-
tection logic. We empirically observe that the ray drop
probability can be learned from LiDAR measurements. To
this end, we augment the neural scene representation with
a dedicated variable for the local probability of not back-
scattering radiant power pd(ζ) ∈ {0, 1}5. Volume ren-

3The buffer ξ is sensor specific and describes the minimum spacing
between two distinct returns.

4Beyond simple thresholding, which our beam model would support.
5Please refer to the supplementary for discussions on this design

choice.
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dering integrates that quantity into a ray drop probability:
pd(r) =

∑Nc

j=1 w
c
j · pd(ζj).

4.4. Training the neural LiDAR field

Given a set of posed LiDAR scans, we optimise our neu-
ral field model by minimising the loss

L = Lrange + λeLe + λdLd + λsLs , (15)

consisting of a reconstruction loss Lrange for range estima-
tion, reflectance loss Le, and classification losses Ld for ray
drops and Ls for two returns.

Range reconstruction. We add two separate losses for
the coarse range ζp and the refined range ζf , Lrange =

Lc
range + Lf

range. For coarse range, we impose a Gaussian
distribution [43] around the ground truth ζ̂,

Lc
range =

1

|R|
∑
r∈R

1−
∑

wj∈Xn
c

wjŵj +
∑

wk∈X e
c

w2
k

 , (16)

where R is the set of LiDAR rays, Xn
c and X e

c denote
points sampled within and outside the interval [ζ̂− ϵ, ζ̂+ ϵ].
The ground truth weight ŵj is calculated by integrating the
Gaussian distribution. The range refinement loss is defined
as: Lf

range =
1

|R|
∑

r∈R |ζ̂ − ζf |.

Reflectance reconstruction is optimized by minimiz-
ing an L2 loss w.r.t. the ground truth intensity ê: Le =
1

|R|
∑

r∈R(ê− e)2 .

Ray drop and dual return masks are trained as classi-
fication tasks, by minimizing the combination of a binary
cross entropy loss Lbce and a Lovasz loss Lls [5]:

L∗ =
1

|R|
∑
r∈R

(Lbce(p∗, p̂∗) + Lls(p∗, p̂∗)) . (17)

5. Experiments
We start by describing our LiDAR simulator, datasets,

evaluation metrics, and baselines in Sec. 5.1. In Sec. 5.2,
we evaluate NFL directly on the LiDAR novel view synthe-
sis task. Finally, in Sec. 5.3 we evaluate the suitability of
our synthesized LiDAR data for two low-level tasks, point
cloud registration and semantic segmentation.

5.1. Datasets and Evaluation setting

LiDAR simulator – TownReal dataset. To enable quan-
titative evaluation in a controlled environment, we build a
LiDAR simulator that allows us to virtually scan synthetic
3D assets represented either as triangular meshes or sur-
fels. Specifically, we follow the LiDAR model described

in Sec. 3.2 and allow control over the angular resolution,
beam divergence, and pulse shape of the LiDAR sensor.

We use this simulator in combination with a 3D asset of a
town [18] to synthesize the Town dataset. We generate four
scenes by splitting the 3D asset into four non-overlapping
areas. Training and test scans are created from different tra-
jectories. We use two different configurations of the LiDAR
sensor: (i) TownClean, in which LiDAR scans are simulated
using an idealized, non-divergent ray; and (ii) TownReal,
with a diverged beam profile approximated via 37 subrays.
See the supplementary material for further details.

Waymo Open dataset. For evaluation on real-world data
we use Waymo open dataset [48] which was captured by a
64-beam LiDAR sensor at 10 Hz. Here, we select four static
scenes (see sequence IDs in supplementary material) and
extract a five-second clip from each, resulting in 50 scans
per scene. We hold out every 5-th frame as a test view and
use the remaining 40 scans for training (Waymo Interp.)

To evaluate the methods in a more challenging setting
we propose a novel evaluation protocol based on a closed-
loop simulation (Waymo NVS). The protocol involves train-
ing and testing on all scans of a scene by first optimizing on
the input views to synthesize novel views from a changed
trajectory (shift the sensor by [1.5, 1.5, 0.5] meters6). The
novel view are then used to re-optimize the method, synthe-
size scans in the original view and compare to the original
scans to gauge performance. This formulation allows us to
control task difficulty and could also be applied to evaluate
camera-based novel view synthesis methods.

Evaluation metrics. To evaluate range accuracy, we re-
port four metrics: mean and median absolute errors (MAE
[cm], MedAE [cm]), two-way Chamfer distance (CD [cm]),
and recall@50, which denotes the percentage of rays with
range errors below 50 cm. We additionally measure the two
return segmentation recall (Seg. recall) and precision (Seg.
precision). Intensity is evaluated using mean squared er-
ror (MSE). For ray drop segmentation, we report recall and
precision [%], and intersection-over-union (IoU [%]). For
point cloud registration, we report rotation error (RE [◦])
and translation error (TE [cm]).

Baselines. We compare NFL to four baselines. Closest to
our problem setup is LiDARsim [28] which was designed
for LiDAR synthesis based on surface reconstruction and
ray-surfel casting. We re-implement LiDARsim and aug-
ment it with a diverged beam profile to enable synthesis of
the second returns. Additionally, we adapt three NeRF-like
methods that were originally proposed for image synthe-
sis i-NGP [34], DS-NeRF [9], and URF [43] by modifying
their volumetric rendering to improve their range predic-
tions. Additional details are available in the supplementary.

6Please refer to the supplementary for ablations on different sensor shift
configurations.
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Figure 3. Qualitative results of LiDAR novel view synthesis on Waymo Interp. dataset. On the left, we color-code rays with and without
return. On the right side, LiDAR intensity values are color-coded as :0 0.25.

First range Second range Intensity Ray drop
Method Recall@50↑ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ Seg. recall ↑ Seg. precision ↑ Recall@50 ↑ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ MSE1st ↓ MSE2nd ↓ Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑

LiDARsim [28] 74.1 105.4 18.5 3.5 11.5 1.0 2258.0 1898.2 0.013 0.018 32.5 85.5 30.5

Ours
Central ray 92.8 32.8 5.6 79.8 62.9 61.1 589.1 21.8 0.004 0.009 64.3 81.7 57.1
Diverged beam 92.3 36.1 5.7 82.1 55.6 67.4 505.1 13.4 0.004 0.008 65.1 78.0 56.1
GT mask 93.2 29.7 5.6 100.0 100.0 79.8 116.0 8.1 0.004 0.011 65.1 78.0 56.1

Table 1. Comprehensive ray measurement evaluation of LiDAR novel view synthesis on Waymo Interp. dataset.

TownClean TownReal Waymo interp. Waymo NVS
Method MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓

i-NGP [34] 42.2 4.1 17.4 49.8 4.8 19.9 26.4 5.5 11.6 30.4 7.3 15.3
DS-NeRF [9] 41.7 3.9 16.6 48.9 4.4 18.8 28.2 6.3 14.5 30.4 7.2 16.8
URF [43] 43.3 4.2 16.8 52.1 5.1 20.7 28.2 5.4 12.9 43.1 10.0 21.2
LiDARsim [28] 159.6 0.8 23.5 162.8 3.8 27.4 116.3 15.2 27.6 160.2 16.2 34.7
Ours 32.0 2.3 9.0 39.2 3.0 11.5 30.8 5.1 12.1 32.6 5.5 13.2

Table 2. Results of LiDAR novel view synthesis for the first range.

TownClean Waymo Interp.
Method MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓

i-NGP [34] 41.0 (-1.2) 4.1 (0.0) 17.6 (0.2) 25.3 (-1.1) 4.5 (-1.0) 10.5 (-1.1)
DS-NeRF [9] 37.4 (-4.2) 3.0 (-0.9) 14.4 (-2.2) 27.4 (-0.8) 5.4 (-1.0) 13.6 (-0.9)
URF [43] 46.4 (3.0) 4.5 (0.3) 18.4 (1.6) 28.3 (0.1) 5.3 (-0.1) 13.1 (0.2)
Ours 32.0 (-2.1) 2.3 (-2.5) 9.0 (-3.9) 30.8 (-2.1) 5.1 (-2.0) 12.1 (-2.3)

Table 3. Ablation study of volume rendering for active sensing.
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Figure 4. Beam divergence modeling improves range accuracy
of rays with dual returns. This is evident in the improved error
distribution of the first (left) and second return range (right).

5.2. Evaluation of LiDAR novel view synthesis

Ray measurement. Using the Waymo Interp. dataset we
conduct a comprehensive analysis of all the ray measure-
ments and present the results in Tab. 1 and Fig. 3. Only

NFL and LiDARsim [28] are used for this experiment, as
other baselines can only support a single return. LiDAR-
sim’s surface representation is explicit and not optimized
for novel view synthesis nor accounts for view-dependent
effects, which results in inferior range prediction and dif-
ficulties in retrieving secondary returns. In contrast, NFL
directly optimizes the neural field for view synthesis while
accounting for LiDAR acquisition process characteristics,
resulting in significantly reduced range errors and superior
performance in intensity and ray drop probability estima-
tion. Notably, equipping our model with a diverged beam
representation improves range estimation for both first and
second returns for rays with dual returns(cf . Fig. 4). How-
ever, diverged beam does slightly degrade the overall first-
range accuracy likely due to imprecise two-return mask es-
timation. This hypothesis is supported by results using the
ground truth two-return mask (GT mask). In Fig. 5 we show
more qualitative results of novel view synthesis by NFL.

First range. The results of estimating the range of the first
return on all datasets are presented in Tab. 2 and Fig. 6. As
demonstrated by the results on TownClean, TownReal, and
Waymo NVS, the proposed volume rendering formulation of
NFL effectively regularizes the density field resulting in su-
perior performance in challenging cases. Even in the easier
setting (resembling overfitting) on Waymo Interp. dataset,
our method achieves competitive performance. In contrast,
NeRF-like formulations (i-NGP [34], DS-NeRF [9], and
URF [43]) perform poorly when evaluated on real novel
views due to their inability to account for the active sens-
ing principle. LiDARsim achieves promising results on
datasets with simple geometry and clean LiDAR measure-
ments, as evidenced by low MedAE scores on TownClean
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(a) θ = θ0 − 5 (d) x = x0 + 1; y = y0 + 1(c) z = z0 + 1(b) 64 32 beam; → θ = θ0 − 2Ref. frame (θ0, x0, y0, z0)

Figure 5. LiDAR novel view synthesis by changing the sensor elevation angle θ[◦], pose (x, y, z)[m] and number of beams. Zoom-in
points are color-coded by intensity values.
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Figure 6. Qualitative comparison of first range estimation. Regions with gross errors (-100 100 cm) are highlighted.

TownClean TownReal Waymo NVS
Method Rec@5 ↑ RE ↓ TE ↓ Rec@5 ↑ RE ↓ TE ↓ Rec@2 ↑ RE ↓ TE ↓

i-NGP [34] 70.3 0.1 4.2 76.0 0.1 4.2 60.2 0.1 1.9
DS-NeRF [9] 58.3 0.2 5.1 56.2 0.2 5.1 42.3 0.1 2.4
URF [43] 61.5 0.2 5.0 59.9 0.1 4.7 32.1 0.1 2.7
LiDARsim [28] 82.8 0.1 3.4 79.2 0.1 3.4 62.8 0.1 1.8
Ours 80.2 0.1 3.7 85.9 0.1 3.4 71.9 0.1 1.7

Table 4. Point cloud registration results on three datasets.

and TownReal. However, its explicit representation strug-
gles with complex geometry in noisy real-world scenes,
e.g., the vegetation regions in the Waymo dataset, resulting
in high MedAE scores.

Ablation study of volume rendering for active sensing.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our volume rendering for-
mulation for active sensors, we replace the volume render-
ing [33] formulation initially developed for passive sensing
in all NeRF-based baselines and report performance differ-
ence in Tab. 3. Our formulation improves range accuracy
across all settings, without any hyper-parameter tuning.

5.3. Downstream evaluation of novel views

Having demonstrated NFL’s improved ability to synthe-
size high-quality LiDAR scans through various metrics, we
proceed to evaluate their perceptual quality by using them
as input for two low-level perception tasks: point cloud reg-
istration [17] and semantic segmentation [51].

Vehicle Background
Method Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑ Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑

i-NGP [34] 93.2 85.9 80.9 98.3 99.2 97.6
DS-NeRF [9] 90.7 87.1 80.2 98.5 98.9 97.4
URF [43] 87.8 81.7 73.7 98.0 98.4 96.5
Lidarsim [28] 90.5 70.5 65.9 94.9 99.0 94.0
Ours 95.9 87.0 83.9 98.3 99.5 97.8

Table 5. Semantic segmentation results on Waymo NVS dataset.
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Figure 7. Semantic segmentation results on synthesised Waymo
NVS dataset. Geometry in-accuracy (-100 100 cm)
leads to erroneous semantic segmentation (dropped rays, vehicle,
pedestrian, background).

Point cloud registration. To evaluate the extent to which
synthesized scans preserve local geometric features, we ap-
ply the same point cloud registration model [16] pre-trained
on Waymo [48] to both GT LiDAR scans and scans synthe-
sized using different methods. Tab. 4 shows that NFL out-
performs the baseline methods on datasets with complex ge-
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ometry and higher noise levels (TownReal and Waymo NVS)
that are more susceptible to artifacts occurring as a result of
the LiDAR acquisition process.

Semantic segmentation. To probe the potential domain
gap between real and synthetic scans we apply the same,
pre-trained semantic segmentation model [51] to both and
compare the predictions. Tab. 5 depicts the performance
for both the vehicle and background classes. Notably, NFL
achieves the highest recall for the vehicle class, which is
strongly affected by dual returns and ray drops. Example
predictions are shown in Fig. 7.

6. Limitations and future work
We have presented NFL, a neural field-based approach

for synthesizing LiDAR scans from novel viewpoints. NFL
combines the benefits of volume rendering with a physically
based model of LiDAR acquisition process to faithfully
model LiDAR characteristics including beam divergence,
secondary returns, and ray dropping. Even though NFL
significantly outperforms explicit reconstruct-then-simulate
methods as well as other NeRF-style methods, it still has
some limitations that we would like to address in future
work. Firstly, with NFL, we try to seek a balance between
adhering to the physical principles of LiDAR and incorpo-
rating semantic features and learning. While our formula-
tion already shows improved performance over baselines,
there is still potential for further improvements. For ex-
ample, while real-world LiDAR sensors perform range de-
tection on the integrated beam radiant, we actually found
that using the density-based weights separately for each ray
leads to improved performance. Prediction of the second
return mask enables us to model secondary returns and to
further improve the estimation of the first return. Yet, as in-
dicated by the oracle study, improving the mask prediction
could lead to further improvements. Finally, our method is
based on a NeRF-style representation and therefore requires
per-scene optimization. Generalization across scenes and
handling dynamic environments are key challenges that we
plan to address in future work.
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In this supplementary document, we first present addi-
tional information about our dataset, evaluation setting, im-
plementation details in Sec. A. We then elaborate on tech-
nical details of our methods in Sec. B. Additional results
of the two return mask segmentation, more quantitative and
qualitative results are provided in Sec. C.

A. Datasets and implementation details
A.1. Dataset

Town dataset To simulate TownReal dataset, we approx-
imate a diverged beam profile using 37 subrays and the di-
vergence angle γ0 = 2 mrad [12]. We use the subray distri-
bution proposed from [57] (cf . Fig. 8). The dataset is shown
in Fig. 10.

Waymo dataset We use the following 4 scenes (cf .
Fig. 11) that are mostly static from Waymo [48] dataset

Scene ID

Scene 1 10017090168044687777 6380 000 6400 000
Scene 2 10096619443888687526 2820 000 2840 000
Scene 3 10061305430875486848 1080 000 1100 000
Scene 4 10275144660749673822 5755 561 5775 561

A.2. Evaluation setting

Waymo NVS setting We simulate the new trajectory by
shifting the sensor by [1.5, 1.5, 0.5] meters (see Fig. 11),
yielding an overall displacement of ≈2.18 meters. This
displacement magnitude corresponds to the requirements of
various tasks, such as lane changes or adapting the sensor
rig from a car to a truck. Moreover, our displacement from
the trajectory is similar [59] or even larger [36] than used
in prior NVS works. Nevertheless, we run additional ex-
periments by varying the displacements and report results
in Tab. 6. NFL consistently outperforms baseline methods
under different settings, and the improvement is more pro-
nounced under large displacements.

Point cloud registration task We utilize 49 paired con-
secutive frames per scene, with a relative displacement of
≈1 meter. TE is reported in centimeters and RE is reported
in degrees.

A.3. Implementation details

Our method. Our model is implemented based on torch-
ngp [34,52] and can be trained on a single RTX 3090 GPU.
During training we minimize 6 using the Adam [20] opti-
miser, with an initial learning rate of 0.005 which linearly
decays to 0.0005 towards the end of training. We clip the
gradient magnitudes of all parameters to 1.0 to stabilize the

i-NGP DS-NeRF URF LiDARsim Ours

(0.5, 0.5, 0.5) 7.0 / 14.4 7.0 / 16.0 9.0 / 19.6 16.1 / 33.1 5.4 / 13.0
(1.5, 1.5, 1.0) 8.4 / 17.6 7.8 / 18.5 11.0 / 27.5 16.5 / 37.9 5.8 / 14.3
(2.5, 2.5, 1.5) 11.6 / 28.0 9.3 / 22.8 13.9 / 35.5 17.2 / 46.3 6.4 / 18.4

Table 6. Varying the displacement on Waymo NVS dataset. Numbers are reported as
MedAE / CD [cm].

Figure 8. Example diverged beam profile approximated via 37
diverged rays.

optimisation. In the first stage, we sample N c = 768 points
and in the second stage Nf = 64 points for each ray. The
window size ϵ for volume rendering is set to 0.8 m, and
the buffer value ξ between two returns is set to 2 m. The
weights in the loss function, i.e., λe, λd, and λs, are set to
50, 0.15, and 0.15, respectively.

LiDARsim. Because the original implementation is not
publicly available, we re-implemented LiDARsim [28] fol-
lowing the paper as close as possible. Specifically, for all
points in the training set, we first estimate pointwise normal
vectors using all points within a 20 cm radius ball. Then,
we apply voxel down-sampling [50] with a voxel size of
4 cm and reconstruct a disk surfel7 for each point. Here,
the input point represents the disk center and it orienta-
tion is defined by the estimated normal vector. At infer-
ence time, we perform ray-surfel intersection to determine
the intersection points. We empirically observed that Li-
DARsim’s [28] performance is sensitive to the selected sur-
fel radius. Therefore, we have experimented with both a
distance-dependent and fixed surfel radius and found that
fixed surfel radius of 6 cm and 12 cm for Waymo and Town
dataset, respectively lead to best range accuracy. To enable
second range estimation, we augment LiDARsim with a di-
verged beam profile approximated using 7 rays. To obtain
the second return mask, we consider a LiDAR beam to have
two returns if the maximum range difference between all
subrays is larger than a threshold8. The first return is de-
fined as the closest ray-surfel intersection, while the second

7We use the implementation from Point-Cloud-Utils [56] library.
8Sensor-specific parameter, 2 m on Waymo dataset.
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return is the nearest one that is at least two meters away. To
train the ray drop module, we utilize 40k samples from the
Waymo dataset [48], and only apply this module after the
ray-surfel intersection to refine the ray drop patterns. Please
see Fig. 12 for more qualitative results.

Other NeRF methods. We also use torch-ngp [52] code-
base to implement other methods, using the same network
and sampling configurations as used in ours. To estimate
the range, we remove the radiance MLP and instead, apply
volume rendering of the sampled ζ along the ray. For DS-
NeRF [9] and URF [43], we replace their positional encod-
ing with a hash-grid [34] to facilitate a fair comparison with
i-NGP [34]. Moreover, we substitute the original L2 loss
with the L1 loss, as it results in better performance. Finally,
we follow the original paper and augment DS-NeRF [9] and
URF [43] with the ray distribution loss and line-of-sight
loss, respectively, to regularise the underlying geometry.

B. Methodology and loss functions
First range estimation If the maximum weight at the first
stage wc

p is below a predefined threshold η = 0.1, we as-
sume that the network is uncertain about the reconstruction
and the resulting range estimate may be inaccurate. In these
cases, we only apply the coarse stage volume rendering and
directly estimate the range as: ζ =

∑Nc

j=1 w
c
j · ζj .

Range reconstruction loss For coarse range, we impose
a Gaussian distribution around the ground truth ζ̂ and we
anneal the standard deviation δ during training, the anneal-
ing procedure is defined as:

δk = δmax

(
δmin

δmax

)k/kmax

(18)

where k denotes the iteration number, kmax is the maximum
iteration, and δmax and δmin correspond to empirically de-
termined bounds for the standard deviation. The annealing
parameters δmin and δmax are set to 0.25/0.3 and 1.2/1.6,
respectively, for the Town and Waymo datasets. The maxi-
mum iteration kmax is set to 16000/24000 for the Town and
Waymo datasets. The ground truth weight ŵj is computed
as:

ŵj =

∫ ζj+1

ζj

1

δ
√
2π

exp

(
− (x− ζ̂)2

2δ2

)
dx. (19)

C. Additional results
Runtime analysis Our central ray version takes 4.1 ms
per frame to render the single returns on an RTX 3090
GPU, while other NeRF-style methods require 2.4 ms. Only
around 10% of rays have second returns, resulting in low

Features Two return segmentation Second range
fgeo fdir frange Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑ Recall@0.5 ↑ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓

✓ 78.0 61.6 52.8 60.1 620.1 26.7
✓ ✓ 79.8 62.9 54.5 61.1 589.1 21.8
✓ ✓ ✓ 82.1 55.6 49.8 67.4 505.1 13.4

threshold depth std. 30.8 24.2 14.8 24.7 1532.2 1461.4

Table 7. Qualitative results of two return segmentation on Waymo
Interp. dataset.

computational overhead. While our diverged beam incurs
additional costs due to querying diverged rays, it can be dis-
abled if needed, without compromising first return perfor-
mance (cf . Tab. 1). Our re-implementation of LiDARsim
achieves 10 Hz runtime, but could be further improved us-
ing accelerated ray-tracing, e.g. OptiX. Note that all meth-
ods already match or even (greatly) exceed the normal Li-
DAR measurement frequency (≈10 Hz).

Ray drop modelling There clearly is a link between ray
drops and beam divergence. However, we found that mod-
eling it through the beam feature yields worse performance,
possibly because fbeam uses frange, which encodes the statis-
tics of returns and is less meaningful for dropped rays. In
future work, beam divergence could instead be incorporated
through Intergrated Positional Encoding [4] to model ray
drops.

Two return mask prediction We conduct an ablation
study to investigate different design choices for predicting
the two return mask and summarize the results in Tab. 7.
We observe that concatenating the range feature frange with
the beam feature fbeam improves the segmentation recall
and, consequently, the second range estimation. In addition
to predicting the two return mask from the beam feature,
we experiment with a simple heuristic-based baseline that
thresholds the depth standard deviation of sub-rays. Specif-
ically, we considered a LiDAR beam to have two returns if
the standard deviation is above 309 cm. However, as shown
in Table 7, this approach achieves limited success and per-
forms much worse than the learned methods. More qualita-
tive results are presented in Fig. 13.

Importance of the second return Multiple returns are
critical for vegetation analysis in remote sensing [24]. NFL
is the first work to model the second return by combining
beam divergence and truncated volume rendering. Unfor-
tunately, second returns do not have semantic annotations
in the Waymo dataset, which precluded a quantitative anal-
ysis. Nevertheless, qualitatively the rendered second returns

9Empirically determined as it leads to the best Intersection-of-Union
score.
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Figure 9. Rendered secondary returns are color-coded in yellow.

Vehicle Background
Method Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑ Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑

i-NGP [34] + L2 71.1 97.0 69.4 99.6 96.5 96.2
i-NGP [34] 94.8 89.7 85.6 98.7 99.4 98.1
DS-NeRF [9] 91.4 88.9 82.2 98.7 99.1 97.8
URF [43] 93.8 89.0 84.1 98.6 99.3 97.9
Lidarsim [28] 92.2 74.4 70.2 95.9 99.1 95.1
Ours 95.7 91.2 87.6 98.8 99.5 98.3

Table 8. Semantic segmentation results on Waymo Interp. dataset.

TownClean TownReal Waymo interp. Waymo NVS
Method MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓

i-NGP [34] + L2 63.6 14.8 37.1 78.2 18.4 44.5 41.4 14.7 24.9 47.3 17.6 29.5
i-NGP [34] 42.2 4.1 17.4 49.8 4.8 19.9 26.4 5.5 11.6 30.4 7.3 15.3
DS-NeRF [9] 41.7 3.9 16.6 48.9 4.4 18.8 28.2 6.3 14.5 30.4 7.2 16.8
URF [43] 43.3 4.2 16.8 52.1 5.1 20.7 28.2 5.4 12.9 43.1 10.0 21.2
LiDARsim [28] 159.6 0.8 23.5 162.8 3.8 27.4 116.3 15.2 27.6 160.2 16.2 34.7
Ours 32.0 2.3 9.0 39.2 3.0 11.5 30.8 5.1 12.1 32.6 5.5 13.2

Table 9. Results of LiDAR novel view synthesis for the first range.

TownClean Waymo Interp.
Method MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓ MAE ↓ MedAE ↓ CD ↓

i-NGP [34] + L2 60.8 (-2.8) 12.6 (-2.2) 34.4 (-2.7) 40.8 (-0.6) 13.1 (-1.6) 24.0 (-0.8)
i-NGP [34] 41.0 (-1.2) 4.1 (0.0) 17.6 (0.2) 25.3 (-1.1) 4.5 (-1.0) 10.5 (-1.1)
DS-NeRF [9] 37.4 (-4.2) 3.0 (-0.9) 14.4 (-2.2) 27.4 (-0.8) 5.4 (-1.0) 13.6 (-0.9)
URF [43] 46.4 (3.0) 4.5 (0.3) 18.4 (1.6) 28.3 (0.1) 5.3 (-0.1) 13.1 (0.2)
Ours 32.0 (-2.1) 2.3 (-2.5) 9.0 (-3.9) 30.8 (-2.1) 5.1 (-2.0) 12.1 (-2.3)

Table 10. Ablation study of volume rendering for active sensing.

are located mostly in vegetation regions, as shown in Fig. 9.
This correlation suggests that secondary returns could in-
deed be useful for detecting vegetation.

Semantic segmentation on Waymo Interp. dataset We
report additional semantic segmentation results on Wamo
Interp. dataset in Tab. 8. NFL achieves the best perfor-
mance for vehicle segmentation. Please note that Waymo
Interp. is of significantly smaller size (10 test frames vs. 50
frames per scene in other datasets).

Quantitative results We perform further experiments to
evaluate an additional baseline method, denoted as i-NGP
[34] + L2, which optimizes the range estimation through L2
loss [9,43]. The comprehensive results of our experimenta-
tion are presented in Tab. 9, Tab. 10, Tab. 11, and Tab. 12.
Our findings reveal that the L2 loss performs inferior to its

TownClean TownReal Waymo NVS
Method Rec@5 ↑ RE ↓ TE ↓ Rec@5 ↑ RE ↓ TE ↓ Rec@2 ↑ RE ↓ TE ↓

i-NGP [34] + L2 40.6 0.2 6.2 39.6 0.2 6.7 26.5 0.1 3.2
i-NGP [34] 70.3 0.1 4.2 76.0 0.1 4.2 60.2 0.1 1.9
DS-NeRF [9] 58.3 0.2 5.1 56.2 0.2 5.1 42.3 0.1 2.4
URF [43] 61.5 0.2 5.0 59.9 0.1 4.7 32.1 0.1 2.7
LiDARsim [28] 82.8 0.1 3.4 79.2 0.1 3.4 62.8 0.1 1.8
Ours 80.2 0.1 3.7 85.9 0.1 3.4 71.9 0.1 1.7

Table 11. Point cloud registration results on three datasets.

Vehicle Background
Method Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑ Recall ↑ Precision ↑ IoU ↑

i-NGP [34] + L2 68.4 90.2 64.1 99.3 96.3 95.6
i-NGP [34] 93.2 85.9 80.9 98.3 99.2 97.6
DS-NeRF [9] 90.7 87.1 80.2 98.5 98.9 97.4
URF [43] 87.8 81.7 73.7 98.0 98.4 96.5
Lidarsim [28] 90.5 70.5 65.9 94.9 99.0 94.0
Ours 95.9 87.0 83.9 98.3 99.5 97.8

Table 12. Semantic segmentation results on Waymo NVS dataset.

L1 loss counterpart (i.e. i-NGP [34]). However, replacing
the standard volume rendering with the proposed formula-
tion for active sensors, still leads to improved performance,
as demonstrated in Tab. 10.

Qualitative results We show additional qualitative results
in Fig. 14, Fig. 15, Fig. 16, and Fig. 17. We sample the mid-
dle frame of each dataset and present the first range errors
in range-view projection.
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Figure 10. Visualisation of Town dataset. Employing a diverged beam profile in range simulation results in an overestimation of range in
the high range regime (-16 16 cm). Such range difference is also reflected on delicate structures, as evidenced by the point cloud
view.
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(a) Geometry (b) Intensity (c) Waymo Interp. (d) Waymo NVS

Single return
Dual returns (first)
Dual returns (second)

Points
Sensor positions of training set
Sensor positions of test set

Points0 0.25
Sensor positions of training set
Sensor positions of test set

Figure 11. Visualisations of Waymo dataset. We accumulate all 50 frames for each scene and show their geometry, intensity profile, and
sensor positions of training and test sets on Waymo Interp. and Waymo NVS datasets.
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Figure 12. Ray drop segmentation on Waymo Interp. dataset using LiDARsim [28]. We show both the initial ray drop mask from ray-surfel
query and the refined masks using learned ray-drop model.
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Figure 13. Qualitative results of two return mask segmentation.
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Figure 14. Qualitative results of first range estimation on TownClean dataset.
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Figure 15. Qualitative results of first range estimation on TownReal dataset.
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Figure 16. Qualitative results of first range estimation on Waymo NVS dataset.
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Figure 17. Qualitative results of first range estimation on Waymo Interp. dataset.
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